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(1) The rotation of AC servo motor 2 that is installed outside of the side frame 1 on the left side of the weaving machine

is transmitted to gear line 4 via gear decelerator 3, and rotates surface roller 5 at a speed (weft density) that is set on

function panel 6 beforehand.

(2) Press roller 7 and 8 are crimped to surface roller 5with appropriate power of spring 9, and the woven cloth is stored

with the surface roller.

(3) The rotation of surface roller 5 is further transmitted via coupling 10 on the right to cloth roller 12 by chain 11

which takes up the woven fabric with appropriate tension.

(4) The textile that requires the partial change in weft density cannot be woven by this device.

Reference: Please refer to Chapter 9 "9.4 Electronic Control Take-up Motion (Option)" relating to electric

control.

(5) The maximum take-up diameter D is Φ600 (Φ520

for crank shedding).
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3.1.1 Setting and Operation of the Function Panel

[1] [Takeup] switch

Touch [Takeup] - [Setting] on the screen in the top left

and display the screen in the bottom left. The "weft

density" and "shrinkage rate" can be set here.

(1) Weft density

Unit: inch or cm

Range of designated density:

24-300 yarns/inch

7-120 yarns/cm

The minimum weft density varies by "specifications

of yarn beam" or "number of machine base

rotations".

Refer to Chapter 2 "2.1.1 [1.1] (2) Setting Range"

because let-off is based on the minimum density of

take-off.

(2) Shrinkage rate

= shrinkage rate of the cloth in the direction of the

warp

= 1 - (Length of the cloth when hanging the fabric

from the machine base) / (Length of the cloth

when the tension is applied to the cloth while

weaving)

The shrinkage rate varies according to the kind of

the textile, but normally assumes it as 2-3%.

A setting of the weft density and shrinkage rate can

be changed only while the weaving machine stops.

3.1.1 Setting and Operation of the Function Panel
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[2] [Manual operation] Switch

Touch [ MAP ] - [ Letoff ] - [ Manual ], or [ Operator ] - [

Begin to Weave ] - [ Warp Correction ].

A switch to manually operate taking-up and lettingoff

appears on this screen.

Below are the relations between the switches and the

movements.

① Let-off rotates in the normal direction.

② Let-off rotates in the reverse direction.

③ Take-up rotates in the normal direction.

④ Take-up rotates in the reverse direction.

⑤ Let-off and take-up rotate in the normal direction

simultaneously.

⑥ Let-off and take-up rotate in the reverse direction

simultaneously.

⑦ Let-off restores the tension automatically.

⑧ Let-off and take-up rotate in the reverse direction by

one pick of the designated weft density.

⑨ Let-off and take-up rotate in the normal direction by

one pick of the designated weft density.

* ①～⑥ A high-speed rotation starts when pressing it

continuously for more than three seconds.

* ⑦～⑨ A confirmation window appears while

pressing it.

Press "Yes" to execute.

3.1.1 Setting and Operation of the Function Panel
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3.1.2 Cloth Setting

[1] Cloth path

[1.1] For 1-press rollers

Expansion bar 1 → Surface roller 2 → Press roller 3

→ Cloth guide 4 → Cloth roller 5

[1.2] For 2-press rollers

Expansion bar 1 → Surface roller 2 → Upper and

lower press rollers 3 → Cloth guide 4 → Cloth roller 5

3.1.2 Cloth Setting
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[1.3] For low-density cloth

Upper press roller 3 → Surface roller 2 → Lower

press roller 3 → Cloth guide 4 → Cloth roller 5

3.1.2 Cloth Setting
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[2] Adjusting the press-roller springs

NOTE: Do not tighten the press-roller springs exces-

sively; otherwise, they may break.

[2.1] For 1-press rollers A

Adjust press-roller spring 4 by turning adjustment bolt

3 so that distance "a" between press-roller lever 1 and

the top end of washer 2 comes to 23 mm.

[2.2] For 2-press rollers B

(1) Upper press roller 5

Adjust the distance "a" to the value as listed

below in the same way as the 1-press rollers

above.

(2) Lower press roller 6

Adjust press-roller spring 10 by turning adjust-

ment bolt 9 so that distance "b" between press-

roller lever 7 and the top end of washer 8 comes to

the value as listed below.

Application
Standard

version

Glass fiber

version

L(mm) 34 30

Reference dis-

tance (mm)

a 23 19

b 25 21

3.1.2 Cloth Setting
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[3] Adjusting the length of the cloth guide roller band

If any of the following problems occur, adjust the belt

length according to the procedure given below:

・ The band is so long that it becomes broken.

・ The band is so short that the cloth guide roller pops

out.

(1) Loosen nut 5 and adjust special bolt 4. (Distance "b"

= max. 5 mm)

(2) If it is necessary to make adjustment beyond the

adjustable range covered by special bolt 4, loosen

two nuts 2 and adjust distance "a" of guide bracket

1.

To shorten the band, increase the distance "b" or "

a."

To lengthen the band, decrease the distance "b" or "

a."

3.1.2 Cloth Setting
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3.1.3 Cloth Take-up

[1] Take-up tension

You may adjust the cloth take-up tension by turning

handle 1 provided at the right side of the weaving

machine.

(1) To increase the take-up tension, turn handle 1

clockwise. This will press spring 2 and increase the

contact pressure between corn disk 3 and sprocket 4.

(2) To decrease the take-up tension, rotate the handle 1

counterclockwise.

* During the adjustment, be sure to check the actual

take-up tension and whether wrinkles are not being

formed, for setting up the contact pressure suitable

for the fabric type.

* When spring length “a” is 20 mm, the compression

quantity of spring 2 becomes standard.

[2] Cloth roller doffing

[2.1] Clutch type

(1) Pull out clutch stopper 4 from the cloth roller

shaft located on the right-hand side of the

weaving machine.

(2) Insert handle 1 into hole A provided in clutch 2,

then turn it towards you to reduce the cloth

tension.

(3) Shift clutch 2 to the right to disengage it from

cloth roller 3.

(4) Cut the cloth along the cut mark.

3.1.3 Cloth Take-up
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(5) For R/S 340 or less:

Lift up handles 4 located at both sides of the

weaving machine in the direction of arrow① and

push it in the direction of arrow ②, to separate

clampers 5 from cloth roller bearings 6.

For R/S 360 or R/S 390:

Loosen handle 4 located at each side of the

machine and turn it up. Then pull down clamper 5

from cloth roller bearing 6.

(6) Doff cloth roller 3 from the weaving machine.

(7) Put the empty cloth roller into location B.

3.1.3 Cloth Take-up
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(8) For R/S 340 or less:

Pull handles 4 located at both sides of the weaving

machine in the direction of arrow ① and lower

them in the direction of arrow ②, to bring

clampers 5 into close contact with cloth roller

bearings 6.

For R/S 360 or R/S 390:

Press clamper 5 against cloth roller bearing 6 and

then pull down handle 4 at each side of the

machine.

(9) Wind the end of the cloth previously cut in step

(4) around the empty cloth roller 3.

(10) Shift clutch 2 to the left and fit it into the slot of

cloth roller 3.

NOTE: It may be necessary to turn the cloth beam

in fitting shift clutch 2. Though this

operation loosens the cloth, the looseness

disappears right after the weaving ma-

chine starts up.

(11) Fit clutch stopper 4 over the cloth roller shaft.

3.1.3 Cloth Take-up
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